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 9آب/أغسطس 2019
السيد لينتون احملرتم،
ابل ا  ،)2006( 1718يم م م أ أن أ م ممل ال س م م ل
ابس م م لن ألمس املنش ا نمم ممرا
ا ؤ خ  24متوز/يوليه  2019اليت و دت نش حم ني نؤسم مسم م ) ،Eugene Bell Foundation (EBFواليت
ابلف ا  25نش ال ا  )2017( 2397لت وم ا ؤس م م م م مس م م م م م م م م م م ممط
حتيل المجن طمب ف ء
س م م م ي ة كوو ي شو ي المم م ممة،ي الدم اطي  ،و سم م ممي االن م ملم م م م ش ااندادات ال زن وا م م ممم
الس ممل ا وم لعدوي ا تةددا والس ممل الم ممديد ا ون لعدوي
وتوس ممير مل األو ال ت لتم ممالي و
ة كوو ي شو ي المة،ي الدم اطي  ،و ذش ا ا س دا مى التنفيذ ق .7
ويم م م م م م م م أ شذلا أن أ يطد م ه ،ملةد ي ء الن الوا ب ،ق ت المجن ا وا مى
ابلف ا  25نش ق ا ألمس املنش ،)2017( 2397
طمب اا ف ء الوا د ة ال س ل الس لف الذش ،
لذس ال س ل
ن تُن ل ة غضمون امل مو السمت ا ،م امل من خل واتدن ت ا ،ين ة ال سم ل  ،اليت أُ
شض ي  .وطُمِب ش امل ن خل ن ا وا دا ملةد جت يةو أو ملط ي نو دا لدخل زيدا شف ءا الم ش
والتالمي ال شي.
وتؤشد المجن ألددا أن تداملل الزاءات اليت ضو ألمس املنش ة ق ا اته ا تةم جب وو ي شو ي
المممة،ي الدم اطي فدخل ق آ آ سممم،ي ملمممةب كوو ي شو ي المممة،ي الدم اطي  ،وأن ا ذش ا
المفوي اليت و وتو المجن كير الدول امل ض ء وشذلا ملي هن الص في  SC/13113ا ؤخ  8ش ون
املول/ديس م م  ،2017يتض م م ن ن توضم ممي ت ملمم ممرن ت دي ا ةو اا س م م ي كوو ي شو ي المم ممة،ي
الدم اطي  .وتذشِ ا ذش ا المم م م م ممفوي شذلا ه وب مى شل دول نش الدول امل ض م م م م م ء أن تنفذ تداملل
ألمس املنش لات الص م ممم تنفيذا اتن نر ن ا ا ضم م م و ا أن توضم م م لمدي ات نش ال ط ص الة م وات
ات ض ممة لو يتو ال ض م م يفي أ ه ة ص يتةص تنفيذ زاءات املن ا ت دا ملم ممدل ن يف  ،ين ،ي ت ييد
امل مط اا س ي دون ن .
ومتن المجن شذلا أتييده ونوا تو ؤس مس م  EBFلت وم اب ة ن ت التج ي وا لي الض م و ي
ملن تمممرتت ا السمممر واتدن ت اليت نن المجن ف ء ملمممرهن واليت ت د ة الض م ي  ،دون ا س م
ابل ا ات التج ي لات الصم .
وة الوق فسم م م م م ممه ،تطمب المجن ا ن ت ا ةني اليت ت دم ا س م م م م م م دات اا س م م م م م م ي
ميو المجن  ،وأن تمتزم
كوو ي شو ي المم م م م م م ممة ،ي الدم اطي أن تت يد ابلفرتا الزنني لإل ف ء اليت وا
وتت يد مى حنو اتم ابل وا ص والموايف و م م م م وا الرتخي الوطني لات الص م م م ممم اليت تن ا ة ن ت ا لي
والتج ي ونة ن ت الم ش والتالمي ال شي اليت جت ت ة الو يت ال ض يفي لمدول امل ض ء ا ةني .
السيد ستيفش و .لينتون
ال يفيس
نؤسس )Eugene Bell Foundation (EBF

وأود أن أملم د ه س مميت م م م هذس ال س م م ل ون و مى ا وقر الم مم،دي لمجن ا نم ممرا
ابل ا  1718ليُت ح لمج وو ا ط ع ميو  ،مب ة للا السم م م م م مممط ت الوطني ا ةني اليت تم م م م م م م ة
استة اض الة مي ت ا ةف ا لن ل ا واد كوو ي شو ي المة،ي الدم اطي  ،وللا دا ست أ و .
وتود المجن أن تمد نؤسس

EBF

مى ملذل الةن ي الوا . ،
نر خ ل

الت دي ،

(توقير) ش يستوخل هيوسغن
ال يفيس
لن ألمس املنش ا نمرا
ابل ا )2006( 1718
الض ي :
 -ق يف ابمل ن خل واتدن ت ا

مو

كوو ي شو ي المة،ي الدم اطي
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PUBLIC

Export Items List (Patient treatment set)
1 USD = KRW 1100
1.NO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Malt extract; food preparations of flour, groats, meal,
starch or malt extract, not containing cocoa or
containing less than 40 % by weight of cocoa
calculated on a totally defatted basis, not elsewhere
Treatment - Special Nutrition Supplements Kits
1901909099 specified or included; food preparations of goods of
heading 04.01 to 04.04, not containing cocoa or
containing less than 5 % by weight of cocoa calculated
on a totally defatted basis, not elsewhere specified or
included.
Salt (including table salt and denatured salt) and pure
sodium chloride, whether or not in aqueous solution or
2501009020 containing added anti-caking or free-flowing agents;
Sputum Transport - Sodium chloride
sea water.
Pure sodium chloride
Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid); chlorosulphuric
2806100000 acid.
Hospital Laboratory - Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid)

Phosphinates (hypophosphites), phosphonates
(phosphites) and phosphates; polyphosphates,
whether or not chemically defined.
Phosphates : Of mono- or disodium. Of disodium.
Phosphinates (hypophosphites), phosphonates
(phosphites) and phosphates; polyphosphates,
2835240000
whether or not chemically defined.
Phosphates : Of potassium
Salts of oxometallic or peroxometallic acids.
2841610000
Potassium permanganate
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated,
2905110000 nitrated or nitrosated derivatives.
Methanol (methyl alcohol)
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated,
2905450000 nitrated or nitrosated derivatives.
Other polyhydric alcohols : Glycerol
Phenols; phenol-alcohols.
2907111000 Monophenols : Phenol (hydroxybenzene) and its salts
Phenol

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Box

3,000

Republic of Korea

1Kg

EA

10

Republic of Korea

1kg

Bottle

13

Republic of Korea

1kg

Bottle

11

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Sodium Phosphate(Di) for smear/culture test

1kg

Bottle

42

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Potassium Phosphate(Mono) for smear/culture test

1kg

Bottle

42

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Potassium Permanganate

500g

Bottle

13

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Methanol

1L

Bottle

180

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Glycerol for smear/culture
test

1L

Bottle

9

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Phenol

1kg

Bottle

13

Republic of Korea

1Kg

Bottle

3

Republic of Korea

40A

Box

16,700

Republic of Korea

156T

Bottle

44

Republic of Korea

Phenols; phenol-alcohols.
Monophenols : Phenol (hydroxybenzene) and its
Tuberculosis Laboratory - Phenol
salts
Phenol
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
3004201000 administration systems) or in forms or packings for
TB Medication - Amikacin 250mg
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
3004201000 administration systems) or in forms or packings for
TB Medication - Pyrazinamide 500mg
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
2907111000

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

92EA

Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium hydroxide
Tuberculosis Laboratory 2815110000 (caustic potash); peroxides of sodium or potassium.
Sodium Hydroxide for smear/culture test
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) : Solid

2835222000

4. SPECIFICATION
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1 USD = KRW 1100
1.NO

2. HS
CODE

14

3004201000

15

3004201000

16

3004201000

17

3004201000

18

3004201000

19

3004201000

20

3004201000

21

3004201000

2-1. HS Code description
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

TB Medication - Pyrazinamide 500mg

672T

TB Medication - PAS 3.3g

156 Sachet

TB Medication - Protionamide 250mg

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Bottle

2,500

India

Box

8,200

Republic of Korea

100T

Bottle

10,800

India

TB Medication - Protionamide 250mg

100T

Bottle

10,800

India

TB Medication - Cycloserine 250mg

80C

Box

13,500

Republic of Korea

TB Medication - Levofloxacin 250mg

100T

Box

16,700

India

TB Medication - Levofloxacin 250mg

100T

Box

16,700

Cyprus

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Dihydro streptomycin sesquisulfate sigma D7253

5g

EA

4
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1 USD = KRW 1100
1.NO

2. HS
CODE

22

3004201000

23

3004201000

24

3004201000

25

3004201000

26

3004201000

27

3004201000

28

3004201000

29

3004201000

2-1. HS Code description
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Isoziazid sigma 13377

5g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Rifampicin sigma R3501

1g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Ethambutol sigma E4630

25g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - kanamycin sigma K4000

5g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Amikacin sulfate salt sigma A2324 5g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Ofloxacin sigma O8757

10g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Levofloxacin sigma 28266

1g-F

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Cycloserine USP 1158005

250mg

EA

4

USA
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2. HS
CODE

30

3004201000

31

3004201000

32

3004201000

33

3004201000

34

3004201000

35

3004201000

36

3004201000

38

3004201000

2-1. HS Code description
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Ethionamide sigma E6005

5g

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Linexolod sigma PZ0014

5mg

EA

4

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - 4-Nitrobenzoic acid(PNB)800646 100g

EA

4

Germany

Anthelmintic preparations - Albendazole 400mg

2T

Box

3,000

TB Medication - Bedaquiline 100mg

188T

TB Medication - Capreomycin 1g

1V

TB Medication - Delamanid 50mg

672T

Bottle

337

TB Medication - Clofazimine 100mg

100C

Bottle

1,500

Bottle

EA

Republic of Korea

700

India

7,800

China
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1 USD = KRW 1100
1.NO

39

40

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
3004201000 administration systems) or in forms or packings for
TB Medication - Clofazimine 50mg
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
3004201000 administration systems) or in forms or packings for
TB Medication - Linezolid 600mg
retail sale.
Other, containing antibiotics. Anti-tuberculosis
preparations, anthelmintic preparations and anticancer preparations

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

500C

Bottle

100T

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

200

Republic of Korea

Box

6,500

Republic of Korea

41

Provitamins and vitamins, natural or reproduced by
synthesis (including natural concentrates), derivatives
thereof used primarily as vitamins, and intermixtures
3004502090
of the foregoing, whether or not in any solvent.
Vitamins and their derivatives, unmixed : Vitamin B6
and its derivatives

Treatment - Kirk Pyridoxine(Vitamin B6) 50mg

550T

Bottle

4,000

USA

42

Provitamins and vitamins, natural or reproduced by
synthesis (including natural concentrates), derivatives
3004509000 thereof used primarily as vitamins, and intermixtures
of the foregoing, whether or not in any solvent.
Other, including natural concentrates. Other.

Treatment - Kirk Multi-Vitamin

185T

Bottle

4,000

USA

Side Effect Medication Kits - Lopain

1000C

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

Side Effect Medication Kits - Metoclopramide 5mg

1000T

Bottle

44

Republic of Korea

Side Effect Medication Kits - Perinal 12.72mg

1000T

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

Side Effect Medication Kits - Etravil 10mg

1000T

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

Side Effect Medication Kits - Pheniramine 2mg

1000T

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

43

3004909900

44

3004909900

45

3004909900

46

3004909900

47

3004909900

Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
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2. HS
CODE

48

3004909900

49

3004909900

49

3004909900

50

3004909900

51

3004909900

52

3004909900

53

3004909900

54

3.204E+09

2-1. HS Code description
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other. Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other.Other.Other.
Medicaments (excluding goods of heading 30.02, 30.05
or 30.06) consisting of mixed or unmixed products for
therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured
doses (including those in the form of transdermal
administration systems) or in forms or packings for
retail sale.
Other.Other.Other.
Synthetic organic colouring matter, whether or not
chemically defined; preparations as specified in Note
3 to this Chapter based on synthetic organic
colouring matter; synthetic organic products of a
kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as
luminophores, whether or not chemically defined.
Other, including mixtures of colouring matter of two
or more of the subheadings 3204.11 to 3204.19
Other.

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

Side Effect Medication Kits - Peridol 3mg

500T

Bottle

Side Effect Medication Kits - Ondansetron Hydrochloride 4mg

10T

Side Effect Medication Kits - Ondansetron Hydrochloride 4mg

30T

Side Effect Medication Kits - Ibufen 200mg

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

200

Republic of Korea

Box

3,000

The Netherlands

Box

700

The Netherlands

1000T

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

Side Effect Medication Kits - Paracetamol 500mg

1000T

Bottle

200

Republic of Korea

Hepatitis C treatment - Sofosbuvir 400mg

28T

Box

90

Egypt

Hepatitis C treatment - Daclavir 60mg

28T

Box

90

Egypt

Hospital Laboratory - Auramine O

25g

Bottle

13

USA

55

Synthetic organic colouring matter, whether or not
chemically defined; preparations as specified in Note
3 to this Chapter based on synthetic organic
3204909000 colouring matter; synthetic organic products of a
Tuberculosis Laboratory - Resazurin
kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as
luminophores, whether or not chemically
defined.Other.

5G

Bottle

10

USA

56

Peptones and their derivatives; other protein
substances and their derivatives, not elsewhere
3504002090 specified or included; hide powder, whether or not
chromed. Other protein substances and their
derivatives. Other.

500g/Bottle

Bottle

1

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Casitone
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57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

Photographic plates and film in the flat, sensitised,
unexposed, of any material other than paper,
3701100000 paperboard or textiles; instant print film in the flat, Treatment - Treatment - Laserjet Imager( X-ray Printer ) 125
sensitised, unexposed, whether or not in packs. For Xray
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
3808929000 packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
Hospital Laboratory - Bio Spot
200T
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and
candles, and fly-papers).
Other : Fungicides Other
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
Tuberculosis Laboratory 3808929000 packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
4L*4EA
Deter Germs Ultra for smear/culture test
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and

장

candles, and fly-papers).
Other : Fungicides. Other.
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
3808929000 packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and
candles, and fly-papers).
Other : Fungicides. Other.
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
3808929000 packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and
candles, and fly-papers).
Other : Fungicides. Other.
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
3808929000 packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and
candles, and fly-papers).
Other : Fungicides. Other.
Electric motors and generators (excluding generating
sets).
3821000000 Other DC motors; DC generators :
Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 75
kW
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or
3822001014 not on a backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or
30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or
3822001014 not on a backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or
30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or
3822001019 not on a backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or
30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or
3822001019 not on a backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or
30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or
3822001019 not on a backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or
30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents Other.

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Ecorich for smear/culture test 4L*4Ea

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Box

20

Japan

Bottle

20

England

Box

16

Republic of Korea

Box

9

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - 75% Alcohol for
smear/culture test

18L

Container

9

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - 99.9% Ethanol for
smear/culture test

1L

Bottle

36

Republic of Korea

Bottle

6

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Lowenstein-Jensen Medium 500g

HBV Diagnosis - HBs reagent

100T

BOX

1

Republic of Korea

HCV TB Diagnosis - HCV reagent

30T

BOX

13

Republic of Korea

MDR TB Diagnosis - GeneXpert Cartridge - MTB/RIF

CFXMTB/RIF-50

50EA

800

Sweden

Hepatitis C Diagnosis - GeneXpert Cartridge - HCV-VL

GXHCV-VL-CE-10

10EA

20

Sweden

GeneXpert Check KIT - GeneXpert Cartridge - XPERTCHECK-CE-5

XPERTCHECK-CE-5

5EA

80

Sweden
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69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents
Other
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
or not on a backing, other than those of heading
3822001019
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents
Other
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
or not on a backing, other than those of heading
3.822E+09
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Diagnostic reagents
Of other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip of plastics
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
3822001019

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tuberculosis Laboratory - HBsAg kit

100T/1Kit

Kit

20

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - HCV kit

30T/1Kit

Kit

10

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Urine strip

100T/Box

Box

40

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - GenoType MTBDRsl

N/A

Kit

7

Germany

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Genolyse

N/A

Kit

7

Germany

Tuberculosis Laboratory - GenoType MTBDR plus

N/A

Kit

7

Germany

Tuberculosis Laboratory - PANTA

6bottle/Box

Bottle

120

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - OADC(oleic acid, albumin,
6bottle/Box
dextrose, catalase)

Bottle

120

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - 7H9

500g/Bottle

Bottle

1

USA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - ALT

6*60+3*32

Set

80

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - AST

6*60+3*32

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Crea

4*49+2*42

Set

80

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - GGT

6*60+3*32

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Urea

6*60+3+32

Set

40

China
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83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3822002019 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3.822E+09 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
3.822E+09 or not on a backing, other than those of heading
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference
materials.Laboratory reagents Other.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
or not on a backing, other than those of heading
3.822E+09
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Laboratory reagents. Other. Litumuth testing paper
and other similar testing paper.
Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing,
prepared diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether
or not on a backing, other than those of heading
3.822E+09
30.02 or 30.06; certified reference materials.
Laboratory reagents. Other. Litumuth testing paper
and other similar testing paper.
Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and
3.919E+09 other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in
rolls.In rolls of a width not exceeding 20 cm.

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tuberculosis Laboratory - UA

6*40+2*32

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - ALB

6*60

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - T-P

6*60

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - CHOL

6*60

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - T-G

6*60

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - GLU

6*60+3*32

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - K

N/A

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Ca

4*45

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - T-Bill

4*60+2*32

Set

40

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - QC(1,2,3)

10*5+10*5

Set

4

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - QC(H,N,L)

3*3ml

Set

2

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Calibrator

2*3ml

Set

1

China

Hospital Laboratory - Immersion Oil

120ml

Bottle

150

USA

Hospital Laboratory - Immersion Oil

100ml

Bottle

150

Germany

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Autoclave Tape

3/4"*50m

EA

81

USA
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99

100

101

102

103

104

105
106
107
108
109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics.
Cellular : Of other plastics. Other.
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923100000
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923100000
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3.923E+09
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3.923E+09
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3.923E+09
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3.923E+09
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
3923300000 plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics. Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
3923300000 plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics. Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
3923300000 plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics. Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
3.923E+09 plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics. Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
3.923E+09 plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics. Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923500000
plastics.
Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other.
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other.
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
3923900000
plastics.
Other.
3921191090

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Safer Mat for smear/culture
test

0.5*60m

Roll

12

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Plastic Box

1EA

EA

30

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Slide Glass Container

100EA

EA

250

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Microscoper Cover Glass

1000EA

Box

4

Germany

Diagnosis Equipment - GeneXpert HardCase - Travel Case GXIV R2

N/A

1EA

90

USA

Diagnosis Equipment - HardCase for UPS

N/A

EA

2

Republic of Korea

Diagnosis Equipment - HardCase for measuring the Height

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Vacutainer Tube

1000ea

Box

60

Singapore

Tuberculosis Laboratory - CBC bottle(Plain)

1000ea

Box

30

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Test tubes

12*75mm

Pack

30

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Vacutainer Tube(EDTA)

1000EA/Box

Box

60

Singapore

Tuberculosis Laboratory - CBC bottle(EDTA)

1000EA/Box

Box

30

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Plastic Box Lids

1EA

EA

30

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport Sputum Bottles 50mL(Middle Sputum)

500EA

Box

100

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Sputum Bottles(Xpert)

50EA

Box

824

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Sputum Bottles(KIT)

50EA

Box

60

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Sputum Bottles(Center)

50EA

Box

400

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Cryovial Tube with Cap(1.8ml) for smear/culture test

500EA

Box

9

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Centrifuge Tube(50ml) for smear/culture test

500EA

Box

63

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Centrifuge Tube(15ml) for smear/culture test

500EA

Box

33

Republic of Korea
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2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics.
Other.
Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and
3924909000 hygienic or toilet articles, of plastics.
Other. Other.
Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and
3924909000 hygienic or toilet articles, of plastics.
Other. Other.
Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and
3924909000 hygienic or toilet articles, of plastics.
Other. Other.
Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and
3924909000 hygienic or toilet articles, of plastics.
Other. Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3926909000
materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3926909000
materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3926909000
materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914. Other articles of
plastics; Plastic Pipette.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914.
Other, Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914.
Other, Other.

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

118 3923900000

Tuberculosis Laboratory Serological Pipette(1ml) for smear/culture test

800EA

Box

24

Republic of Korea

119

Tuberculosis Laboratory Y-Bag(60*90cm) for smear/culture test

200sheet

Box

27

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Y-Bag(40*60cm) for smear/culture test

200sheet

Box

40

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Y-Bag(30*45cm) for smear/culture test

200sheet

Box

20

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory Y-Bag(20*30cm) for smear/culture test

200sheet

Box

20

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Squeeze Bottle

N/A

EA

33

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Plate(24well)

50EA/Box

Box

15

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Plate(96well)

50EA/Box

Box

3

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Spuit(1ml)

10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Spuit(3ml)

10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Spuit(5ml)

10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Micropipette Tip(100L)

10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Micropipette Tip(1000L) 10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Micropipette Tip(10-30L) 10000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Aspiration Pipette(1ml)

20000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Aspiration Pipette(5ml)

20000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Aspiration Pipette(10ml) 20000ea/Box

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Urine cup

1000EA/Box

Box

4

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Conical tube(15ml)

500EA/Box

Box

8

Republic of
Korea

120

121

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea

137 4015110000

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including
gloves, mittens and mitts), for all purposes, of
vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber.
Gloves, mittens and mitts : Surgical

Hospital Laboratory - Rubber Glove

100EA

Box

300

Republic of Korea

138 4015110000

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including
gloves, mittens and mitts), for all purposes, of
vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber.
Gloves, mittens and mitts : Surgical

Tuberculosis Laboratory Nitrile Gloves(Small) for smear/culture test

100sheet

Box

48

Republic of Korea

139 4015110000

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including
gloves, mittens and mitts), for all purposes, of
vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber.
Gloves, mittens and mitts : Surgical

Tuberculosis Laboratory Nitrile Gloves(Medium) for smear/culture test

100sheet

Box

48

Republic of Korea
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3. PRODUCT

140

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
(including gloves, mittens and mitts), for all
4.015E+09 purposes, of vulcanised rubber other than hard
rubber.
Gloves, mittens and mitts : Surgical

141

Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for
writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and non
perforated punch-cards and punch tape paper, in
4.803E+09 rolls or rectangular (including square) sheets, of any Tuberculosis Laboratory - Thermal Paper(50*20)
size, other than paper of heading 48.01 or 48.03;
hand-made paper and paperboard.Weighing 40 g/㎡
or more but not more than 150 g/㎡, in rolls. Other.

146

4.819E+09

147 4820300000

148 4821100000

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Box

40

Republic of
Korea

10'Roll

EA

5

China

20 rolls

Box

7

Republic of Korea

5Roll/box

Roll

50

China

250sheet*16EA

Box

16

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - N95 Mask

10EA

Box

375

China

Hospital Laboratory - Lens Paper

50

Sheet

100

USA

Treatment - D ring Binder

A4, 5cm

EA

30

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Patient Education Booklet (endTB)

A4

EA

150

Republic of Korea

Toilet paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding or
webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for household
or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a width not exceeding
36 cm, or cut to size or shape; handkerchiefs, cleansing
Tuberculosis Laboratory 144 4818200000 tissues, towels, tablecloths, serviettes, bed sheets and
Hand Towel for smear/culture test
similar household, sanitary or hospital articles, articles
of apparel and clothing accessories, of paper pulp,
paper, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Handkerchiefs, cleansing or facial tissues and towels

145 4818900000

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

100EA

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Latex Gloves

Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying or
transfer papers (other than those of heading 48.09),
duplicator stencils and offset plates, of paper, whether
Treatment - electrocardiogram paper
142 4816902010
or not put up in boxes.
Heat sensitive recording paper. Weighing not less than
65g/㎡
Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying or
transfer papers (other than those of heading 48.09),
duplicator stencils and offset plates, of paper, whether
143 4816902010
Treatment - Biochemistry Analyzer paper
or not put up in boxes.
Heat sensitive recording paper. Weighing not less than
65g/㎡

Toilet paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding or
webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for household
or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a width not exceeding
36 cm, or cut to size or shape; handkerchiefs, cleansing
tissues, towels, tablecloths, serviettes, bed sheets and
similar household, sanitary or hospital articles, articles
of apparel and clothing accessories, of paper pulp,
paper, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Other
Toilet paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding or
webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for household
or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a width not
exceeding 36 cm, or cut to size or shape;
handkerchiefs, cleansing tissues, towels, tablecloths,
serviettes, bed sheets and similar household,
sanitary or hospital articles, articles of apparel and
clothing accessories, of paper pulp, paper, cellulose
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Registers, account books, note books, order books,
receipt books, letter pads, memorandum pads, diaries
and similar articles, exercise books, blotting-pads,
binders (loose-leaf or other), folders, file covers,
manifold business forms, interleaved carbon sets and
other articles of stationery, of paper or paperboard;
albums for samples or for collections and book covers,
of paper or paperboard.
Binders (other than book covers), folders and file
covers
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
printed.
Printed

4. SPECIFICATION
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Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
149 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
150 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
151 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
152 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
153 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
154 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not
155 4821100000 printed.
Printed
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs
of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other articles of
156 4823200000 paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or
webs of cellulose fibres.
Filter paper and paperboard
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs
of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other articles of
157 4823909090 paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or
webs of cellulose fibres.
Other. Other. Other.
Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof;
158 5.601E+09 textile fibres, not exceeding 5 ㎜ in length (flock),
textile dust and mill neps. Of cotton.
Track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other garments.
159 6211431000
Of man-made fibres Of synthetic fibres
Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other
technical uses; ceramic troughs, tubs and similar
160 6909900000 receptacles of a kind used in agriculture; ceramic
pots, jars and similar articles of a kind used for the
conveyance or packing of goods. Other.
Drawn glass and blown glass, in sheets, whether or not
having an absorbent, reflecting or non-reflecting layer,
161 7004901000
but not otherwise worked.
Other glass. Not more than 2 ㎜ in thickness.

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Treatment - Side Effects Medications Guidelines

A4

EA

60

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Category 4 Treatment Card

A3

EA

1,200

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Stock Book

A4

EA

36

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Side Effect Medication Distribution Record Book

A4

EA

48

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Temperature Log Book

A5

EA

14

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Sputumn Card

A5

SH

5,000

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Patient X-ray Picture

A4

SH

2,000

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Filter Paper

100SH

PK

13

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Pan Paper

500SH

PK

13

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - cotton balls

450g/pack

Pack

60

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Surgical Gown

1EA

EA

30

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Funnel

80mm

EA

12

Germany

Hospital Laboratory - Slide Glass

50EA

Box

400

Germany

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules and
other containers, of glass, of a kind used for the
Tuberculosis Laboratory 162 7010100000 conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of
Mcartney glass bottle(50ml) for smear/culture test
glass; stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass.
Ampoules

140EA

Box

25

Republic of Korea

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules
and other containers, of glass, of a kind used for the
163 7010900000 conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of
glass; stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass.
Other.

Hospital Laboratory - Flask

1000ml

EA

5

Germany

Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules
and other containers, of glass, of a kind used for the
164 7010900000 conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of
glass; stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass.
Other.

Hospital Laboratory - Flask

2000ml

EA

5

Germany

165 7017900000

Hospital Laboratory - Mess Cylinder

250ml

EA

5

Germany

166 7017900000

Hospital Laboratory - Mess Cylinder

500ml

EA

12

Germany

Tuberculosis Laboratory Tube Rack for smear/culture test

50hole

EA

30

Republic of Korea

Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware,
whether or not graduated or calibrated. Other.
Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware,
whether or not graduated or calibrated. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
167 7326909000
Other. Other.
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Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts
thereof, of aluminium; pot scourers and scouring or
polishing pads, gloves and the like, of aluminium;
sanitary ware and parts thereof, of aluminium.
168 7615109020
Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts
thereof; pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads,
gloves and the like
Other. Table, kitchen articles

3. PRODUCT

Tuberculosis Laboratory Aluminum Foil for smear/culture test

4. SPECIFICATION

45cm*30m

175

176

177

178

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of Korea

EA

1

Republic of Korea

EA

8

Republic of Korea

EA

12

China

1 unit

Box

12

Germany

Treatment - Laserjet Printer

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Laserjet Imager( X-ray Printer )

N/A

EA

1

Japan

Hospital Laboratory - Vortex Mixer

N/A

EA

12

Republic of Korea

Hospital Laboratory - Hot Plate and Magnetic Stirrer N/A

EA

12

Republic of Korea

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Generator

SG13000EX-A

EA

1

Japan

Diagnosis Equipment for GX system - Controller

N/A

EA

15

China

Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a
sensitivity of 5cg or better), including weight operated
counting or checking machines; weighing machine
weights of all kinds.
172 8423829000
Treatment - Scale
Other weighing machinery : Having a maximum
weighing capacity exceeding 30 kg but not exceeding
5,000 kg Using electronic means for gauging weight,
excluding machines for weighing motor vehicles

174

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

117

Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating or
freezing equipment, electric or other; heat pumps
Tuberculosis Laboratory - Refrigerator for storage reagent CSR-470RD
other than air conditioning machines of heading
84.15. Other
Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; filtering or
170 8421219090 purifying machinery and apparatus, for liquids or
Hospital Laboratory - Distilled Water Maker
N/A
gases. For filtering or purifying water. Other.
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a
sensitivity of 5cg or better), including weight
operated counting or checking machines; weighing
machine weights of all kinds.
171 8423301000
Hospital Laboratory - Electronic Scale
N/A
Constant weight scales and scales for discharging a
predetermined weight of material into a bag or
container, including hopper scales. Using electronic
means for gauging weight.

173

6.QUANTITY

EA

169 8418692090

Printing machinery used for printing by means of
plates, cylinders and other printing components of
heading 84.42; other printers, copying machines and
8443321010 facsimile machines, whether or not combined; parts
and accessories thereof.
Printers
Laser beam printer
Printing machinery used for printing by means of
plates, cylinders and other printing components of
heading 84.42; other printers, copying machines and
8443321010 facsimile machines, whether or not combined; parts
and accessories thereof.
Printers
Laser beam printer
Machines and mechanical appliances having
individual functions, not specified or included
8479821000 elsewhere in this Chapter.Mixing, kneading,
crushing, grinding, screening, sifting, homogenising,
emulsifying or stirring machines. Mixers.
Machines and mechanical appliances having
individual functions, not specified or included
elsewhere in this Chapter.
8479824000
Mixing, kneading, crushing, grinding, screening,
sifting, homogenising, emulsifying or stirring
machines. Agitators.
Electric generating sets and rotary converters.
Generating sets with compression-ignition internal
8502111000
combustion piston engines(diesel or semi-diesel
engines) :Of an output not exceeding 750 VA.
Electrical transformers, static converters(for example,
rectifiers) and inductors.
8504312000
Other transformers : Having a power handling capacity
not exceeding 1 kVA : Voltage regulators

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE
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179

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and
immersion heaters; electric space heating apparatus
and soil heating apparatus; electro-thermic hairdressing apparatus (for example, hair dryers, hair
8516799000 curlers, curling tong heaters) and hand dryers;
Hospital Laboratory - Hot Plate
electric smoothing irons; other electro-thermic
appliances of a kind used for domestic purposes;
electric heating resistors, other than those of heading
85.45. Other electro-thermic appliances :
Compound optical microscopes, including those for
photomicrography, cinephotomicrography or
Hospital Laboratory - Fluorescence Microscope
9011809000
microprojection.
Other microscopes. Other
Compound optical microscopes, including those for
9011809000 photomicrography, cinephotomicrography or
Hospital Laboratory - Fluorescence Microscope
microprojection. Other microscopes
Compound optical microscopes, including those for
photomicrography, cinephotomicrography or
Hospital Laboratory - Battery supply for Fluorescence Microscope
9011909000
microprojection.
Parts and accessories. Other
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary sciences, including scintigraphic
9018111000 apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sight- Treatment - electrocardiogram
testing instruments.
Electro-cardiographs
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary sciences, including scintigraphic
9018119000 apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sight- Treatment - electrocardiogram gel
testing instruments.
Electro-cardiographs Parts and accessories
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary sciences, including scintigraphic
9018119000 apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sight- Treatment - electrocardiogram Battery
testing instruments.
Electro-cardiographs Parts and accessories
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary sciences, including scintigraphic
apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sight9018310000
Treatment - Syringes (10cc, 23GX1)
testing instruments.

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

N/A

EA

5

Republic of Korea

1 unit

Box

4

Germany

N/A

EA

12

Germany

1 pack

Box

4

Germany

12Ch ECG

EA

7

Republic of Korea

Bottle

20

Republic of Korea

12V/2600mA

EA

3

Republic of Korea

100EA

Box

4,000

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Blood transfusion set

SET

EA

204,000

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Blood bag (320ml)

320ml

EA

76,500

Republic of Korea

Treatment - Blood bag (400ml)

400ml

EA

127,500

Republic of Korea

190

Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
9.018E+09
apparatus and sight-testing instruments. Tubular
metal needles and needles for sutures. Needles for
injections.

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Vacutainer needle

1000EA/Box

Box

30

Singapore

191

Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
9.019E+09
apparatus and sight-testing instruments.
Other instruments and appliances
Other, Other.

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Lancets

100ea/Box

Box

30

Republic of Korea

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

260ml

Syringes, needles, catheters, cannulae and the like :
Syringes, with or without needles

187

188

189

9.018E+09

Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
apparatus and sight-testing instruments.
Blood transfusion set or intravenous set.

Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
9.018E+09 scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
apparatus and sight-testing instruments.
Blood transfusion set or intravenous set.
Parts and accessories
Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
9.018E+09 scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
apparatus and sight-testing instruments.
Blood transfusion set or intravenous set.
Parts and accessories
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Instruments and appliances used in medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including
9.019E+09 scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical
apparatus and sight-testing instruments.
Other. Parts and accessories.
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical,
dental or veterinary sciences, including scintigraphic
193 9018909090 apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sighttesting instruments.
Other. Parts and accessories.
192

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Treatment - Hemocue Hb 201

N/A

EA

6

Sweden

Treatment - Hemocue Hb 201 Microcuvettes

50T

CAN

6

Sweden

Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus;
psychological aptitude-testing apparatus; ozone
194 9019202000 therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, artificial
Treatment - Oxygen Concentrator
respiration or other therapeutic respiration apparatus.
Oxygen therapy apparatus

1 unit

Box

3

Germany

Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus;
psychological aptitude-testing apparatus; ozone
195 9019209000 therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, artificial
Treatment - Oxygen Nasal Cannula
respiration or other therapeutic respiration apparatus.
Oxygen therapy apparatus Parts and accessories

50 tubes

Box

200

Germany

Treatment - X-ray machine

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Treatment - X-ray machine - Detector

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Diagnosis Equipment - GeneXpert IV R2 4 MODULE

4 Module

1EA

80

USA

Diagnosis Equipment - GeneXpert MODULE
(a pre-owned part of GeneXpert)

1 Module

1EA

15

USA

Diagnosis Equipment - GeneXpert IV R2 1 MODULE

1 Module

1EA

15

USA

196

197

198

199

200

Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of alpha, beta
or gamma radiations, whether or not for medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary uses, including
radiography or radiotherapy apparatus, X-ray tubes
9022141090
and other X-ray generators, high tension generators,
control panels and desks, screens, examination or
treatment tables, chairs and the like.
Other, for medical, surgical or veterinary uses. Other.
Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of alpha, beta
or gamma radiations, whether or not for medical,
surgical, dental or veterinary uses, including
radiography or radiotherapy apparatus, X-ray tubes
9022909000
and other X-ray generators, high tension generators,
control panels and desks, screens, examination or
treatment tables, chairs and the like.
Other, including parts and accessories. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027509000
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Other instruments and apparatus using optical
radiations (UV, visible, IR) Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface
9.028E+09
tension or the like; instruments and apparatus for
measuring or checking quantities of heat, sound or
light (including exposure meters); microtomes.
Other instruments and apparatus using optical
radiations (UV, visible, IR) Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027509000
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Other instruments and apparatus using optical
radiations (UV, visible, IR) Other.
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201

202

203

204

205

206

207

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
9027801000 viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
For physical or chemical analysis
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.

3. PRODUCT

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer

4. SPECIFICATION

1 unit

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Wooden Box

1

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - DILUENT 20L

Bottle

3

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - DILUENT 5.5L

Bottle

5

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - RINSE 5.5L

Bottle

3

China

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - LYSE 500ML

Bottle

3

China

Treatment - Biochemistry Analyzer - CONTROL

Bottle

3

China

Bottle

3

China

3ML

Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - E-Z CLEANER 100ML
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Export Items List (Patient treatment set)
1 USD = KRW 1100
1.NO

208

209

210

211

2. HS
CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical
analysis (for example, polarimeters, refractometers,
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus);
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the
Tuberculosis Laboratory - Biochemistry Analyzer - PROBE CLEANER
9027909099
like; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light (including
exposure meters); microtomes.
Microtomes; parts and accessories. Parts and
accessories. Other. Other.
Measuring or checking instruments, appliances and
machines, not specified or included elsewhere in this
Treatment - Stadiometer
9031809099 Chapter; profile projectors.
Other instruments, appliances and machines. Other.
Other.
Time of day recording apparatus and apparatus for
measuring, recording or otherwise indicating intervals
of time, with clock or watch movement or with
9106902000
Treatment - Timer
synchronous motor(for example, time-registers, timerecorders).
Timers
Time of day recording apparatus and apparatus for
measuring, recording or otherwise indicating
9106902000 intervals of time, with clock or watch movement or Hospital Laboratory - Timer
with synchronous motor(for example, time-registers,
time-recorders). Timers.

Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights
and spotlights and parts thereof, not elsewhere
specified or included; illuminated signs, illuminated
212 9405500000 name-plates and the like, having a permanently fixed Hospital Laboratory - Alcohol Lamp
light source, and parts thereof not elsewhere
specified or included. Non-electrical lamps and
lighting fittings.

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

6.QUANTITY

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

8. AMOUNT
KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

50ML

Bottle

4

China

1 unit

Box

1

Germany

1EA

EA

5

Republic of Korea

10hours

EA

5

China

N/A

EA

5

Republic of Korea

Total Price
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Export Items List (Delegation Set)
1 USD = KRW 1,100
1.NO 2. HS CODE

1
2
3
4
5
6

2-1. HS Code description

Fruit, dried, other than that of headings 08.01 to
0813500000 08.06;
Mixtures of nuts or dried fruits of this Chapter
Tea, whether or not flavoured.
0902400000 Other black tea (fermented) and other partly
fermented tea
Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure sucrose, in
1.702E+09 solid form.
Other. Other
Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not
1704100000 containing cocoa.
Chewing gum, whether or not sugar-coated
Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not
1704902090 containing cocoa.
Candies
Chocolate and other food preparations containing
1806201000 cocoa.
Chocolate and chocolate confectionery

3. PRODUCT

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Delegation Items - Dried fruit

1.58kg

EA

1

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Tea bags - Black Tea

50EA

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Sugar

100EA

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation items and Guide Items - Chewing gum

100g

EA

5

Republic of
Korea

Delegation items and Guide Items - Candy

none

EA

1

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Chocolate

none

EA

5

Republic of
Korea

Guide Items - Instant Noodle - Shin Ramyun

40EA

Box

2

Republic of Korea

7

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

8

1.902E+09

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Shin Ramyun

4EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

9

1.902E+09

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Jin Ramyun

5EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

10

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Sogogi Ramyun

5EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

11

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Samyang Ramyun

6EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

12

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Jiapagetti Ramyun

6EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

13

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Instant Noodle - Neoguri Ramyun

5EA

Pack

2

Republic of Korea

14

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed (with meat
or other substances) or otherwise prepared, such as
spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi,
1.902E+09
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether or not
prepared.
Other pasta. Instant noodles. Ramen ⓚ

Delegation Items - Cup Noodles

16EA

Box

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Snack Bar

none

Box

3

USA

Delegation Items - Cereal - Corn frake

none

Box

3

Republic of
Korea

15

16

Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting
of cereals or cereal products (for example, corn
flakes); cereals (other than maize (corn)) in grain form
or in the form of flakes or other worked grains
1904909000
(except flour, groats and meal), pre-cooked, or
otherwise prepared, not elsewise specified or
included.
Other.
Other.
Prepared
foods obtained by the swelling or roasting
of cereals or cereal products (for example, corn
flakes); cereals (other than maize (corn)) in grain form
or in the form of flakes or other worked grains
1904909000
(except flour, groats and meal), pre-cooked, or
otherwise prepared, not elsewise specified or
included.
Other. Other.
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1 USD = KRW 1,100
1.NO 2. HS CODE

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

2-1. HS Code description

Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares,
whether or not containing cocoa; communion wafers,
1905901030 empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products.
Other Bakers' wares Pastries and cakes
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares,
whether or not containing cocoa; communion wafers,
1905901090 empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products.
Other Bakers' wares Other
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares,
whether or not containing cocoa; communion wafers,
1905901090 empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products.
Other Bakers' wares Other
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares,
whether or not containing cocoa; communion wafers,
1905901090 empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products.
Other Bakers' wares Other
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares,
whether or not containing cocoa; communion wafers,
1905901090 empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products.
Other Bakers' wares Other
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
2101111000
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
essences and concentrates thereof.
Instant coffee
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
2101111000
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
essences and concentrates thereof.
Instant coffee
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
2101111000
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
essences and concentrates thereof.
Instant coffee
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
2101209090 essences and concentrates thereof.
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of tea or mate,
and preparations with a basis of these extracts,
essences or concentrates or with a basis of tea or
mate.Othet.Other
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
2101209090 essences and concentrates thereof.
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of tea or mate,
and preparations with a basis of these extracts,
essences or concentrates or with a basis of tea or
mate.Othet.Other
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or
mate and preparations with a basis of these products
or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts,
2101209090 essences and concentrates thereof.
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of tea or mate,
and preparations with a basis of these extracts,
essences or concentrates or with a basis of tea or
mate.Othet.Other
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or
2106909010 included.
Other. Other. Coffee creamer.
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
minerals, other than crude; preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations; waste oils.
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
2.71E+09 minerals(other than crude) and preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations, other than those
containing biodiesel and other than waste oils :
Lubricating oil (other than extender oil) Engine oils
Engine oil for automotive

3. PRODUCT

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Delegation Items - Chocopie

none

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Pretzel

none

EA

2

USA

Delegation Items - Cracker

none

Box

5

United Kingdom

Delegation Items - Biscuit

none

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Snack - Multipack

none

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Guide items - Coffee

none

EA

16

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Coffee mixes

100EA

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Coffee

1.36kg

EA

1

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Tea bags - Dunggulle

none

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Tea bags - Peppermint

none

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Tea bags - Greentea

50EA

Box

1

Republic of
Korea

Delegation Items - Cream

50EA

Box

2

Republic of
Korea

20L

Bottle

Delegation's vehicles - Engine Oil (Diesel) 10W40

10

Republic of Korea
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1.NO 2. HS CODE

30

2-1. HS Code description

Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
minerals, other than crude; preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations; waste oils.
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
2.71E+09 minerals(other than crude) and preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations, other than those
containing biodiesel and other than waste oils :
Lubricating oil (other than extender oil) Engine oils
Engine oil for automotive

31

2.71E+09

32

3.208E+09

33

3.209E+09

34

3.209E+09

35

3.209E+09

36

3.209E+09

37

3.209E+09

38

3.809E+09

39

3.825E+09

40

3.919E+09

41

3.924E+09

Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
minerals, other than crude; preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations; waste oils.
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous
minerals(other than crude) and preparations not
elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight
70 % or more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained
from bituminous minerals, these oils being the basic
constituents of the preparations, other than those
containing biodiesel and other than waste oils :
Lubricating oil (other than extender oil) Other.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Based on acrylic or vinyl polymers Based on acrylic
polymers Other
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Other. Other. Enamels.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Other. Other. Enamels.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Other. Other. Enamels.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Other. Other. Enamels.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers)
based on synthetic polymers or chemically modified
natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a nonaqueous medium; solutions as defined in Note 4 to
this Chapter.
Other. Other. Enamels.
Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, antisprouting products and plant-growth regulators,
disinfectants and similar products, put up in forms or
packings for retail sale or as preparations or articles
(for example, sulphur-treated bands, wicks and
candles, and fly-papers).
Disinfectants
Prepared binders for foundry mouIds or cores;
chemical products and preparations of the chemical
or allied industries (including those consisting of
mixtures of natural products), not elsewhere
specified or included.
Other. Other. Other.
Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and
other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in rolls.
In rolls of a width not exceeding 20 cm
Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics.
Other

3. PRODUCT

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Delegation's vehicles - Engine Oil (Diesel) 5W30

6L

Bottle

30

Republic of Korea

Delegation's generators - Lubricating Oil - Gasoline 5W3

4L

Bottle

10

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Acrylic

4L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

0.5L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Enamel

1L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Urethane Thinner

1L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Urethane

1L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Urethane hardener

0.5L

Bottle

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Hand sanitizer

none

EA

3

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Hot pack

none

EA

100

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Box Tape

none

EA

55

Republic of Korea

Sputum Transport - Plastic Container

none

EA

4

Republic of Korea

Delegation items - Latex - Enamel Thinner
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1.NO 2. HS CODE

42
43

2-1. HS Code description

Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and
3.925E+09 hygienic or toilet articles, of plastics.
Other. Other.
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
3.927E+09 materials of headings 3901 to 3914.
Other. Other.

Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including
gloves, mittens and mitts), for all purposes, of
vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber.
Gloves, mittens and mitts : Surgical
Hard rubber (for example, ebonite) in all forms,
including waste and scrap; articles of hard rubber.
Articles of hard rubber
New pneumatic tyres, of rubber.
Of a kind used on construction, mining or industrial
handling vehicles and machines.
Other, Other.
New pneumatic tyres, of rubber.
Of a kind used on construction, mining or industrial
handling vehicles and machines.
Other, Other.
Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and
similar paper of a kind used for household or sanitary
purposes, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose
fibres, whether or not creped, crinkled, embossed,
perforated, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or
printed, in rolls or sheets.
Toilet or facial tissue stock for household or sanitary
purposes
Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and
similar paper of a kind used for household or sanitary
purposes, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose
fibres, whether or not creped, crinkled, embossed,
perforated, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or
printed, in rolls or sheets.
Other.paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding or
Toilet
webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for household
or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a width not exceeding
36 cm, or cut to size or shape; handkerchiefs,
cleansing tissues, towels, tablecloths, serviettes, bed
sheets and similar household, sanitary or hospital
articles, articles of apparel and clothing accessories,
of paper pulp, paper, cellulose wadding or webs of
cellulose fibres.
Other.
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and
webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other
articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Filter paper and paperboard
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and
webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other
articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Trays, dishes, plates, cups and the like, of paper or
paperboard : Other
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and
webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; other
articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres.
Other. Other. Other.

3. PRODUCT

Sputum Transport - Zipperbag 35cmx45cm

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

100EA

EA

3

Republic of Korea

none

EA

5

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items,GX items - Dental Gloves

100EA

Box

15

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - O-ring

DB33

EA

4

Republic of Korea

700-15

EA

4

Republic of Korea

6.5-10.10PR

EA

4

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Tissue

none

EA

5

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items,GX items - Wet wipes

none

EA

10

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items,GX items - Mask(N95)

50EA

Box

8

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Coffee Paper Filter

40EA

Box

7

Singapore

Delegation Items - Paper cup

none

Pack

3

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Paper Crane Necklace

none

EA

450

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Pill Count

44

4.015E+09

45

4.017E+09

46

4018099090

47

4018099090

48

4.803E+09

49

4.803E+09

50

4.819E+09

51

4.823E+09

52

4.824E+09

53

4.824E+09

54

Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery,
including graduated compression hosiery (for
6.116E+09 example, stockings for varicose veins) and footwear
without applied soles, knitted or crocheted.
Other : Of cotton

Delegation Items - Socks

none

EA

400

Republic of Korea

55

Other made up clothing accessories, knitted or
crocheted; knitted or crocheted parts of garments or
6.117E+09 of clothing accessories.
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like
Of wool or fine animal hair

Delegation Items - Muffler-Wool

none

EA

380

Republic of Korea

Patient Items - Blanket-Knit

none

EA

7

Republic of Korea

Patient Items - Blanket-Cotton

none

EA

64

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Blankets

none

EA

100

Republic of Korea

Patient Items - Blanket-Cotton Flannel

none

EA

9

Republic of Korea

56
57
58
59

Blankets and travelling rugs.
6.301E+09 Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling
rugs, of wool or fine animal hair
Blankets and travelling rugs.
6.301E+09 Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling
rugs, of cotton
Blankets and travelling rugs.
6.301E+09 Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling
rugs, of synthetic fibers
Blankets and travelling rugs.
6.302E+09
Other blankets and travelling rugs

Delegation Items - TIRE -DRIVE(PNEU)

Delegation Items - TIRE
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2-1. HS Code description
Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or
made up from lace, felt or other textile fabric, in the
piece(but not in strips), whether or not lined or
trimmed; hair-nets of any material, whether or not
lined or trimmed.
Other. Of other fibres.
Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or
made up from lace, felt or other textile fabric, in the
piece(but not in strips), whether or not lined or
trimmed; hair-nets of any material, whether or not
lined or trimmed.
Other. Of other fibres.
Nails, tacks, drawing pins, staples (other than those
of heading 83.05) and similar articles, of copper or of
iron or steel with heads of copper; screws, bolts,
nuts, screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers
(including spring washers) and similar articles, of
copper.
Washers (including spring washers)
Interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or not
power-operated, or for machine-tools (for example,
for pressing, stamping, punching, tapping, threading,
drilling, boring, broaching, milling, turning or screw
driving), including dies for drawing or extruding
metal, and rock drilling or earth boring tools.
Other interchangeable tools. Other
Padlocks and locks (key, combination or electrically
operated), of base metal; clasps and frames with
clasps, incorporating locks, of base metal; keys for
any of the foregoing articles, of base metal.
Padlocks
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the
machinery of headings 84.25 to 84.30.
Of machinery of heading 84.27
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the
machinery of headings 84.25 to 84.30.
Of machinery of heading 84.27
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the
machinery of headings 84.25 to 84.30.Of machinery
of heading 84.27.
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the
machinery of headings 84.25 to 84.30.Of machinery
of heading 84.27.
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the
machinery of headings 84.25 to 84.30.Of machinery
of heading 84.27.

60

6.505E+09

61

6.505E+09

62

7415210000

63

8207909000

64

8301100000

65

8431200000

66

8431200000

67

8431200000

68

8431200000

69

8431200000

70

Calculating machines and pocket-size data recording,
reproducing and displaying machines with calculating
function; accounting machines, postage-franking
machines, ticket-issuing machines and similar
machines, incorporating a calculating device; cash
8470103020 registers.
Electronic calculators capable of operation without
an external source of electric power and pocket-size
data recording, reproducing and displaying machines
with calculating functions
Electronic calculators. Not less than 17 digits.

74

Electrical transformers, static converters(for example,
rectifiers) and inductors.
8504403010 Static converters. Inverters.
Battery chargers. For automatic data processing
machines and units of heading 8471 or of subheading
8443.31 or 8443.32 or 8528.42 or 8528.52 or 8528.62
thereof, and telecommunication apparatus
Electrical transformers, static converters(for example,
8504405090 rectifiers) and inductors.
Adapter. Other.
Primary cells and primary batteries.
8506809000
Other primary cells and primary batteries. Other.
Primary cells and primary batteries.
8506809000
Other primary cells and primary batteries. Other.

75

8507100000 whether or not rectangular(including square).

76

Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind
used for spark-ignition or compression-ignition
internal combustion engines (for example, ignition
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking
8511109000
plugs and glow plugs, starter motors); generators (for
example, dynamos, alternators) and cut-outs of a
kind used in conjunction with such engines.
Sparking plugs. Other.

71

72
73

3. PRODUCT

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Patient Items - Beanie Hat(acrylic)

none

EA

265

Republic of Korea

Patient Items - Beanie Hat(Cotton)

none

EA

35

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Copper Washer

DB33

EA

4

Republic of Korea

DMV-16K

Box

2

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Lock

none

EA

50

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Piston Ring Kit

DB33

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Nozzle holder

DB33

EA

4

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - PLUG, PREHEATER

N/A

EA

4

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - FLEXIBLE TUBE ASS'Y DS/LDS

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - GASKET ; EXHAUST PIPE

N/A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Calculator

none

EA

1

Japan

Delegation Items - Battery Charger

15A

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Adapter

none

EA

10

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Battery AA

40EA

EA

2

Singapore

Delegation Items - Battery AAA

40EA

EA

2

Singapore

DC12V 90AH

EA

EU10i

EA

Delegation Items - Electric Screwdriver

Electric accumulators, including separators therefor,
Delegation Items - BATTERY ASS'Y

2

Republic of Korea

Lead-acid, of a kind used for starting piston engines.

Delegation Items - Sparkplug(Light Generator)

3

Japan
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1.NO 2. HS CODE

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

2-1. HS Code description

Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind
used for spark-ignition or compression-ignition
8511109000 internal combustion engines (for example, ignition
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking
plugs and glow plugs, starter motors); generators (for
example, dynamos, alternators) and cut-outs of a
kind used in conjunction with such engines.
Sparking plugs. Other.

Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind
used for spark-ignition or compression-ignition
8511109000 internal combustion engines (for example, ignition
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking
plugs and glow plugs, starter motors); generators (for
example, dynamos, alternators) and cut-outs of a
kind used in conjunction with such engines.
Sparking plugs. Other.
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers,
whether or not mounted in their enclosures;
headphones and earphones, whether or not
combined
with a microphone, and sets consisting of a
8518109090
microphone and one or more loudspeakers; audiofrequency electric amplifiers; electric sound amplifier
sets.
Microphones and stands therefor. Other. Other.
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers,
whether or not mounted in their enclosures;
headphones and earphones, whether or not
8518109090 combined with a microphone, and sets consisting of a
microphone and one or more loudspeakers; audiofrequency electric amplifiers; electric sound amplifier
sets.
Microphones and stands therefor. Other. Other.
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers,
whether or not mounted in their enclosures;
headphones and earphones, whether or not
combined
with a microphone, and sets consisting of a
8518109090
microphone and one or more loudspeakers; audiofrequency electric amplifiers; electric sound amplifier
sets.
Microphones and stands therefor. Other. Other.
Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other insulated
electric conductors; whether or not fitted with
8544300000 connectors; optical fibre cables, made up of
individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors.
Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind
used in vehicles, aircraft or ships
Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other insulated
electric conductors; whether or not fitted with
8544492090 connectors; optical fibre cables, made up of
individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors.
Other. Plastic insulated wire. Other.
Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and other
instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking
electrical quantities, excluding meters of heading
90.28; instruments and apparatus for measuring or
9030310000 detecting alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray, cosmic or other
ionising radiations.
Other instruments and apparatus, for measuring or
checking voltage, current, resistance or power :
Multimeters without a recording device
Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting parts
of machines, appliances or vehicles), hand-operated
mechanical floor sweepers, not motorised, mops and
9603400000 feather dusters; prepared knots and tufts for broom
or brush making; paint pads and rollers; squeegees
(other than roller squeegees).
Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes (other
than brushes of subheading 9603.30); paint pads and
rollers

3. PRODUCT

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Delegation Items - Sparkplug(GeneXpert Generator)

EU65is

EA

3

Japan

Delegation Items - Sparkplug(X-ray Generator)

GX630

EA

6

Japan

Delegation Items - Speaker Microphone Set

none

EA

1

China

Delegation Items - Speaker(include Battery)

none

SET

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Microphone table stand

none

EA

1

China

Delegation Items - Vehicle Cable

none

EA

1

China

Delegation Items - Multiple-tap

none

EA

3

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Card Digital Multimeter

none

EA

1

Republic of Korea

Delegation Items - Latex Brush

none

EA

4

England
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86

2-1. HS Code description

Ball point pens; felt tipped and other porous-tipped
pens and markers; fountain pens, stylograph pens
9608200000 and other pens; duplicating stylos; propelling or
sliding pencils; pen-holders, pencil-holders and
similar holders; parts (including caps and clips) of the
foregoing articles, other than those of heading 96.09.
Felt tipped and other porous-tipped pens and
markers
Total Price

3. PRODUCT

Delegation Items - Name Pen

5.TYPE
4. SPECIFICATION
OF
PACKAGE

12EA

Box

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

2

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of Korea
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1.NO 2. HS CODE
1

2903210000

2

3209909019

3

3209909019

4

3209909019

5

3210001019

6

3214101060

7

3214101060

8

3214101060

9

3214102000

10

3215902000

11

3215902000

12

3901209000

13

3903110000

14

3903110000

15

3917311000

16

3917311000

17

3917312000

18

3917319000

19

3917399000

20

3917400000

2-1. HS Code description
Halogenated derivatives of hydrocarbons.
Vinyl chloride (chloroethylene)
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and
lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or
chemically modified natural polymers, dispersed
or dissolved in an aqueous medium.
Other. Other. Other.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and
lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or
chemically modified natural polymers, dispersed
or dissolved in an aqueous medium.
Other. Other. Other.
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and
lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or
chemically modified natural polymers, dispersed
or dissolved in an aqueous medium.
Other. Other. Other.
Other paints and varnishes (including enamels,
lacquers and distempers); prepared water
pigments of a kind used for finishing leather.
Paints (including enamels). Other.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations for
facades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings. Mastics. Based on rubber.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations for
facades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings. Mastics. Based on rubber.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations for
facades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings. Mastics. Based on rubber.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations for
facades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like.
Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements,
caulking compounds and other mastics; painters'
fillings. Painters' fillings.
Printing ink, writing or drawing ink and other
inks, whether or not concentrated or solid.
Printing ink, writing or drawing ink and other
inks, whether or not concentrated or solid.
Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms.
Polyethylene having a specific gravity of 0.94 or
more.Other.
Polymers of styrene, in primary forms.
Polystyrene : Expansible
Polymers of styrene, in primary forms.
Polystyrene : Expansible
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum
burst pressure of 27.6 Mpa. Of polymers of
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum
burst pressure of 27.6 Mpa. Of polymers of
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum
burst pressure of 27.6 Mpa Of polymers of vinyl
chloride.
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Other tubes, pipes and hoses :
Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum
burst pressure of 27.6 Mpa Other
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Other. Other.
Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor (for
example, joints, elbows, flanges), of plastics.
Fittings

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

0.1T*1.8m*50m

Roll

10

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Paints in an aqueous medium Latex Caulk

N/A

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Paints in an aqueous medium Latex

N/A

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Paints in an aqueous medium Latex Primer

N/A

EA

150

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Eugenebell Logo Latex

N/A

EA

25

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Window Supplies - Urethan Foam

N/A

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Roof supplies - Silicone sealant(white)

N/A

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Roof supplies - Silicone sealant(black)

N/A

EA

750

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Wall supplies - Handy Coat

N/A

EA

100

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Ink

Big

EA

4

3. PRODUCT
Patient Ward Heating System - Vinyl

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

Patient Ward - Ink

Small

EA

10

Patient Ward Heating System - Shading Device(HDPE)

95%

EA

45

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - EPS Board

24K

EA

800

Patient Ward Heating System - EPS Board 100mm

24K

EA

800

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm XL Pipe

5m

Meter

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm XL Pipe

30m

Meter

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Air power hose

10M

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Roof boots

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - PVC Pipe

4m

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - PVC T Pipe Sets

N/A

Set

175

Republic of
Korea
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2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

N/A

EA

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea

21

3919100000 Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and Patient Ward - Tape for Nonwovens

22

3919900000

Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip
and other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in
rolls.
Other

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm XL Pipe insulation

20mm

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

23

3919900000

Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip
and other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in
rolls.
Other

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm XL Pipe insulation

15mm

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

24

3923100000

Patient Ward - Plastic tray

N/A

EA

300

Republic of
Korea

25

3925200000

Patient Ward - Inside door

ABS 900*2100

EA

110

Republic of
Korea

26

3925200000

Patient Ward - Window

900*1300(SL)

EA

410

Republic of
Korea

27

3925900000

Patient Ward - Siding

230*3650

EA

5,700

Republic of
Korea

28

3925900000

Patient Ward - J-Channel

25*3650

EA

1,700

Republic of
Korea

29

3925900000

Patient Ward - Starter

N/A

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

30

3925900000

Patient Ward - Out-Corner

N/A

EA

200

Republic of
Korea

31

3926909000

Plastic Other - Water tank

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

32

4009420000

Patient Ward Heating System - Faucet hose

N/A

Meter

250

Republic of
Korea

33

4202121090

Patient Ward - Toolbox

308*336*550

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

34

4418600000

Patient Ward - Ridge Wood

38×184×3600

EA

200

Republic of
Korea

35

4418600000

Patient Ward - Common ratters

38×140×3600

EA

400

Republic of
Korea

36

4418600000

Patient Ward - Preserved Wood

38×120×3600

EA

750

Republic of
Korea

37

4418600000

Patient Ward - Structure bottom Wood

38×95×3600

EA

750

Republic of
Korea

38

4418600000

Patient Ward - Structure top Wood

38×95×3600

EA

900

Republic of
Korea

39

4418600000

Patient Ward - Structure inside Wood

38×95×3600

EA

300

Republic of
Korea

other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in rolls.
In rolls of a width not exceeding 20 cm

Articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of
plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of
plastics.
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds
for doors
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds
for doors
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Other
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Other
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Other
Builders' ware of plastics, not elsewhere specified
or included.
Other
Other articles of plastics and articles of other
materials of headings 3901 to 3914.
Other. Other.
Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanised rubber other
than hard rubber, with or without their fittings
(for example, joints, elbows, flanges).
Reinforced or otherwise combined with other
materials :With fittings
Trunks, suit-cases, vanity-cases, executive-cases,
brief-cases, school satchels, spectacle cases,
binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrument
cases, gun cases, holsters and similar containers;
travelling-bags, insulated food or beverages bags,
toilet bags, rucksacks, handbags, shopping-bags,
wallets, purses, map-cases, cigarette-cases,
tobacco-pouches, tool bags, sports bags, bottlecases, jewellery boxes, powder-boxes, cutlery
cases and similar containers, of leather or of
composition leather, of sheeting of plastics, of
textile materials, of vulcanised fibre or of
paperboard, or wholly or mainly covered with
such materials or with paper.
With outer surface of plastics or of textile
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams

50
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2-1. HS Code description
Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood, including
cellular wood panels, assembled flooring panels,
shingles and shakes.
Posts and beams
Cotton sewing, thread, whether or not put up for
retail sale. Other.
Nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated,
covered or laminated. Of man-made filaments :
Weighing more than 25 g/㎡ but not more than 70
g/㎡
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted.
Of cotton. Working gloves.
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted.
Of cotton. Working gloves.
Men's or boys' singlets and other vests,
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas,
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles.
Other : Of other textile materials. Of man-made
fibres. Of synthetic fibres
Track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other
garments.
Other garments, men's or boys' : Of man-made
fibres. Of synthetic fibres.
Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; tents; sails for
boats, sailboards or landcraft; camping goods.
Other. Other.
Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of
rubber or plastics.
Other footwear : Other. Other.
Other headgear, whether or not lined or trimmed.
Safety headgear

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

Patient Ward - Wood for Fixed gypsum board

30*30*3600

EA

5,000

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Ink thread

N/A

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Nonwovens

N/A

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Working glove - Cotton glove

EA

Set

4,000

Patient Ward - Working glove - Coated glove

N/A

EA

1,000

Patient Ward - Worker cloth(Vest)

N/A

EA

10

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Worker cloth

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Mosquito net

N/A

EA

375

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Working Shoes

N/A

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Worker's Safety cap

none

EA

10

Republic of
Korea

4"

EA

400

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Flap disc wheel

#80

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Gypsum board

3*9*9.5mm

EA

2,750

Republic of
Korea

3Briquet

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm XL Nipple

20A

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm XL Nipple

15A

EA

875

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm T pipe

20A

EA

375

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm T

15A

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm Socket

20A

EA

375

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm Socket

15A

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm Elbow

20A

EA

875

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm Elbow

15A

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

40

4418600000

41

5204190000

42

5.603E+09

43

6116921000

44

6116921000

45

6207993010

46

6211331000

47

6306909000

48

6402999000

49

6506100000

50

Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the
like, without frameworks, for grinding,
sharpening, polishing, trueing or cutting, hand
sharpening or polishing stones, and parts thereof,
of natural stone, of agglomerated natural or
6804220000
Patient Ward - Grinder blades
artificial abrasives, or of ceramics, with or without
parts of other materials.
Other millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels
and the like :
Of other agglomerated abrasives or of ceramics.

51

6805100000 or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

or sewn or otherwise made up. On a base of woven
textile fabric only
Articles of stone or of other mineral substances
(including carbon fibres, articles of carbon fibres
6815990000 and articles of peat), not elsewhere specified or

included.
Other articles : Other

53

Other refractory ceramic goods (for example,
retorts, crucibles, muffles, nozzles, plugs, supports,
cupels, tubes, pipes, sheaths and rods), other than
6903909020
Patient Ward Heating System - Iron cover Crucible
those of siliceous fossil meals or of similar
siliceous earths.
Other. Other. Crucibles.

54

7307991000 elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.

Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,

55

7307991000

56

7307991000

57

7307991000

58

7307991000

59

7307991000

60

7307991000

61

7307991000

Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea

Natural or artificial, abrasive powder or grain, on
a base of textile material, of paper, of paperboard

52

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY
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Export Items List (Patient Ward 50 sets)
1 USD = KRW 1,100
1.NO 2. HS CODE

2-1. HS Code description

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm Nipple

20A

EA

1,375

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm Nipple

15A

EA

625

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm/15mm Bushing

20*10

EA

375

Republic of
Korea

15A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm X 200mm Nipple

20*200

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm X 150mm Nipple

20*150

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm X 65mm Nipple

15*65

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm X 150mm Nipple

15*150

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm X 600mm Nipple

15*600

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 25mm/20mm Bushing

25*20

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

25mm*1000ea

Pack

750

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Screw - For Wood 50mm

50mm

EA

100

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Screw - For Wood 75mm

75mm

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

200mm

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Color Head Screw 16mm

16mm

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Screw - For Wood 25mm

25mm

EA

50

Republic of
Korea

M12*200

EA

1,650

Republic of
Korea

3. PRODUCT

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
62

7307991000 elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.

Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings,
elbows, sleeves), of iron or steel.
Other. Threaded, whether or not plated.
Structures (excluding prefabricated buildings of
heading 94.06) and parts, of structures (for
example, bridges and bridge-sections, lock-gates,
towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frame-works,
doors and windows and their frames and
thresholds for doors, shutters, balustrades, pillars
and columns), of iron or steel; plates, rods, angles,
shapes, sections, tubes and the like, prepared for
use in structures, of iron or steel.
Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering, propping or
pitpropping
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or
steel.
Other wood screws

63

7307991000

64

7307991000

65

7307991000

66

7307991000

67

7307991000

68

7307991000

69

7307991000

70

7307991000

71

7307991000

72

7308400000

73

7318120000

74

7318120000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm Plug

Patient Ward - Wedge pin

Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
steel.
Other wood screws
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
75

7318120000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

Patient Ward - Screw - For Roof 200mm (Hexagon)

steel.
Other wood screws
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
76

7318120000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

steel.
Other wood screws
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
77

7318120000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

steel.
Other wood screws

78

Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or
7318153000 steel.
Patient Ward - L anchor bolts & nut set
Other screws and bolts, whether or not with their
nuts or washers
Bolts and nuts (in set)

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY
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KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN
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Export Items List (Patient Ward 50 sets)
1 USD = KRW 1,100
2-1. HS Code description

1.NO 2. HS CODE

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

38mm

EA

100

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Washer (Big)

N/A

EA

563

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Washer (Small)

N/A

EA

313

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Briquet Stove

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Radiator

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

200*100ea

Pack

750

#10-2.6ø

EA

700

Patient Ward Euroform for foundation of Prefabricated
buildings

N/A

EA

1

3. PRODUCT

7. UNIT PRICE
KRW

USD

Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
79

7318190000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

Patient Ward - Single Screw 38mm

steel.
Others.
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
80

7318220000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

steel.
Non-threaded articles : Other washers
Screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks,
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers (including
81

7318220000 spring washers) and similar articles, of iron or

steel.
Non-threaded articles : Other washers
Stoves, ranges, grates, cookers (including those
with subsidiary boilers for central heating),
82

7321890000 barbecues, braziers, gas-rings, plate warmers and

similar non-electric domestic appliances, and
parts thereof, of iron or steel.

83

Radiators for central heating, not electrically
heated, and parts thereof, of iron or steel; air
heaters and hot air distributors (including
distributors which can also distribute fresh or
7322191000
conditioned air), not electrically heated,
incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and
parts thereof, of iron or steel.
Radiators and parts thereof : Radiators

84

7326909000

85

7326909000

86

7326909000

87

7326909000

88

7326909000

89

7326909000

90

7326909000

91

7326909000

92

7326909000

93

7907001000

94

7907001000

95

7907001000

96

7907001000

97

7907001000

98

7907001000

99

7907001000

100 7907001000
101 7907001000

Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of iron or steel.
Other. Other.
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components
Other articles of zinc.
Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other
fabricated building components

Patient Ward - Form ties
Patient Ward Heating System - Metal Wire Mesh

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea
Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Briquet Tongs

N/A

EA

125

Patient Ward Heating System - Briquet bucket

N/A

EA

125

Patient Ward Heating System - Used Briquette Remover

1

EA

125

Patient Ward Heating System - Briquet Maker

N/A

EA

8

Patient Ward Heating System - Multi-joint

N/A

EA

125

600*10kg

EA

50

Patient Ward - Ridge Metal Flashing

W:3000

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Gable Metal Flashing

W:620

EA

220

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Eaves corner Metal Flashing

W:620

EA

220

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Gutter Metal Flashing

W:570

EA

500

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Closer Metal Flashing

W:1,000

EA

3,200

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Rain Metal Gutter in Upper

N/A

EA

220

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Rain Metal Gutter

N/A

EA

220

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - L Type Metal Gutter

N/A

EA

600

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Band for Fixing Metal Gutter

N/A

EA

650

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Tie bar
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1 USD = KRW 1,100
1.NO 2. HS CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Hand tools, the following : spades, shovels,
mattocks, picks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill
hooks and similar hewing tools; secateurs and
pruners of any kind; scythes, sickles, hay knives,
102 8201500000
hedge shears, timber wedges and other tools of a
kind used in agriculture, horticulture or forestry.
Secateurs and similar one-handed pruners and
shears (including poultry shears)

Patient Ward - Finner's scissors(Green)

N/A

EA

4

Netherlands

Hand tools, the following : spades, shovels,
mattocks, picks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill
hooks and similar hewing tools; secateurs and
pruners of any kind; scythes, sickles, hay knives,
103 8201500000
hedge shears, timber wedges and other tools of a
kind used in agriculture, horticulture or forestry.
Secateurs and similar one-handed pruners and
shears (including poultry shears)

Patient Ward - Finner's scissors(Red)

N/A

EA

4

Netherlands

Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including
slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades).
104 8202310000 Circular saw blades (including slitting or slotting Patient Ward - Circular saw blade for wood
saw blades)
With working part of steel

10'*100P*3.0T*25.4

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including
slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades).
105 8202310000 Circular saw blades (including slitting or slotting Patient Ward - Circular saw blade for panel
saw blades)
With working part of steel

7*1/4"*30P

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Cut saw blade

S1120CF

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Cut saw blade

S920CF

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

SM-W10*10"

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

8"

EA

10

Republic of
Korea

8mm*200

EA

8

Germany

8mm

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

12"

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including
106 8202919000 slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades).Straight
saw blades, for working metal
Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (including
107 8202919000 slitting, slotting or toothless saw blades).Straight
saw blades, for working metal
Files, rasps, pliers (including cutting pliers),
pincers, tweezers, metal cutting shears, pipe108 8203109000 cutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches and
similar hand tools.
Files, rasps and similar tools. Other.
Files, rasps, pliers (including cutting pliers),
pincers, tweezers, metal cutting shears, pipecutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches and
109 8203201000 similar hand tools.
Pliers (including cutting pliers), pincers, tweezers
and similar tools
Plier (including cutting pliers)
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including
torque meter wrenches but not including tap
wrenches); interchangeable spanner sockets, with
110 8204110000
or without handles.
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches : Nonadjustable
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including
torque meter wrenches but not including tap
wrenches); interchangeable spanner sockets, with
111 8204110000
or without handles.
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches :
Non-adjustable
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including
torque meter wrenches but not including tap
wrenches); interchangeable spanner sockets, with
112 8204110000
or without handles.
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches :
Non-adjustable
Hand-operated spanners and wrenches (including
torque meter wrenches but not including tap
8204120000
113
wrenches); interchangeable spanner sockets, with
or without handles.
Adjustable

Patient Ward - Wire Cuter for assembling buildings

Patient Ward - Vise pliers

Patient Ward Allen wrench for assembling buildings - T
wrench

Patient Ward - T Wrench

Patient Ward - Ball Wrench

Patient Ward - Monkey spanner
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4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

25mm

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward- Hammer stone

N/A

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Hammer pincers

N/A

EA

6

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Rubber hammer

N/A

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Flat-head screwdriver

8*200

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Flat-head screwdriver

10-300

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

N/A

Set

13

Republic of
Korea

Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
121 8205596000
Patient Ward - Putty Knife
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Other
Tools for cement workers and painters

1*1/4

EA

6

Republic of
Korea

Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
122 8205596000
Patient Ward - Putty Knife
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Other
Tools for cement workers and painters

2"

EA

6

Republic of
Korea

300mm

EA

4

Japan

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

1.NO 2. HS CODE

114 8205101000

115 8205200000

116 8205200000

117 8205200000

118 8205400000

119 8205400000

120 8205510000

2-1. HS Code description
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Drilling, threading or tapping tools. For drilling.
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Hammers and sledge hammers
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Hammers and sledge hammers
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Hammers and sledge hammers
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
screwdrivers
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
screwdrivers
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Other hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds) :
Household tools

3. PRODUCT

Patient Ward - Drill bit for wood

Patient Ward - Tool sets

Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not
elsewhere specified or included; blow lamps;
vices, clamps and the like, other than accessories
123 8205595000 for and parts of, machine-tools or water-jet
Patient Ward - Pincers
cutting machines; anvils; portable forges; hand or
pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks.
Tools for mining and public works
Interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or
not power-operated, or for machine-tools (for
example, for pressing, stamping, punching,
124 8207909000 tapping, threading, drilling, boring, broaching,
Patient Ward - Grinder
milling, turning or screw driving), including dies
for drawing or extruding metal, and rock drilling
or earth boring tools.Other interchangeable tools

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD
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1 USD = KRW 1,100
4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

Other articles of cutlery (for example, hair
clippers, butchers' or kitchen cleavers, choppers
and mincing knives, paper knives); manicure or
Patient Ward - Box cutter
125 8214109000 pedicure sets and instruments (including nail
files).
Paper knives, letter openers, erasing knives, pencil
sharpeners and blades therefor

K-204

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Other articles of cutlery (for example, hair
clippers, butchers' or kitchen cleavers, choppers
and mincing knives, paper knives); manicure or
126 8214109000 pedicure sets and instruments (including nail
Patient Ward - Box cutter blade
files).
Paper knives, letter openers, erasing knives, pencil
sharpeners and blades therefor

CB-L

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

102*58

EA

300

Republic of
Korea

Base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows,
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,
caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs,
128 8302411000 brackets and similar fixtures; castors with
Patient Ward - Indoor doorknobs
mountings of base metal; automatic door closers
of base metal.
Suitable for buildings
Suitable for doors or windows

N/A

EA

100

Republic of
Korea

Base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows,
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,
caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs,
129 8302411000
Patient Ward - Outdoor doorknobs
brackets and similar fixtures; castors with
mountings of base metal; automatic door closers
of base metal.
Suitable for buildings

N/A

EA

200

Republic of
Korea

Base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows,
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,
caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, Patient Ward 130 8302419000 brackets and similar fixtures; castors with
Large metal bracket for securing wood roof
mountings of base metal; automatic door closers beam - Megatie
of base metal.
Other mountings, fittings and similar articles :
Other

JH210-3P

EA

400

Republic of
Korea

Base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows,
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,
caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, Patient Ward 131 8302419000 brackets and similar fixtures; castors with
Small metal bracket for securing wood roof
mountings of base metal; automatic door closers beam - Megatie
of base metal.
Other mountings, fittings and similar articles :
Other

JH26

EA

800

Republic of
Korea

3Briquet

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Pump

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - Fluid pump

N/A

EA

5

Republic of
Korea

1.NO 2. HS CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows,
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,
caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs,
Patient Ward - Indoor hinges
127 8302100000
brackets and similar fixtures; castors with
mountings of base metal; automatic door closers
of base metal.
Hinges

Central heating boilers other than those of
Patient Ward Heating System - Briquet Boiler
132 8403102000 heading 84.02.
Boilers. Central heating boilers, using coal or coke
Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a
133 8413819000 measuring device; liquid elevators.
Other pumps; liquid elevators : Other.
Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a
134 8413819000 measuring device; liquid elevators.
Other pumps; liquid elevators : Other.

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD
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4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

Mechanical appliances (whether or not handoperated) for projecting, dispersing or spraying
liquids or powders; fire extinguishers, whether or
135 8424201000 not charged; spray guns and similar appliances;
Patient Ward - Urethane foam spray
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet
projecting machines. Spray guns and similar
appliances

N/A

EA

12

Republic of
Korea

Mechanical appliances (whether or not handoperated) for projecting, dispersing or spraying
liquids or powders; fire extinguishers, whether or
136 8424201000 not charged; spray guns and similar appliances;
Patient Ward - Silicone gun
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet
projecting machines. Spray guns and similar
appliances

N/A

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Air blower gun

100mm

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Cutting Machine

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Electric cut saw

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

7"(5740NB)

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

1.NO 2. HS CODE

2-1. HS Code description

Mechanical appliances (whether or not handoperated) for projecting, dispersing or spraying
liquids or powders; fire extinguishers, whether or
not charged; spray guns and similar appliances;
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet
projecting machines. Spray guns
Other machinery for making up paper pulp, paper
138 8441100000 or paperboard, including cutting machines of all
kinds.
Machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting,
broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or gear
finishing, sawing, cutting-off and other machine139 8461500000
tools working by removing metal or cermets, not
elsewhere specified or included.
Sawing or cutting-off machines
Machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting,
broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or gear
finishing, sawing, cutting-off and other machine140 8461500000
tools working by removing metal or cermets, not
elsewhere specified or included.
Sawing or cutting-off machines
137 8424201000

3. PRODUCT

Patient Ward - Electric Circular saw

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic,
hydraulic or with self-contained electric or nonelectric motor.
141 8467115000
Rotary type (including combined rotarypercussion)
Drill

Patient Ward - Electric drill

N/A

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic,
hydraulic or with self-contained electric or nonelectric motor.
142 8467115000
Rotary type (including combined rotarypercussion)
Drill

Patient Ward - Electric drill kit

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Bar binding handle

N/A

EA

12

Republic of
Korea

2*110mm

EA

40

Japan

6.35*08*90L

EA

20

Republic of
Korea

800L

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 15mm Check Valve

15A*10KG

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Heating System - 20mm Ball Valve

20A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic,
143 8467899000 hydraulic or with self-contained electric or nonelectric motor. Other tools : Other
Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic,
144 8467990000 hydraulic or with self-contained electric or nonelectric motor. Parts : Other
Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic,
145 8467990000 hydraulic or with self-contained electric or nonelectric motor. Parts : Other
Machinery for sorting, screening, separating,
washing, crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading
earth, stone, ores or other mineral substances, in
solid (including powder or paste) form; machinery
for agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid
146 8474319000
mineral fuels, ceramic paste, unhardened
cements, plastering materials or other mineral
products in powder or paste form; machines for
forming foundry moulds of sand.
Concrete or mortar mixers.Other
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for
pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like,
147 8481300000 including pressure- reducing valves and
thermostatically controlled valves.
Check (nonreturn) valves
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for
pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like,
148 8481809000 including pressure- reducing valves and
thermostatically controlled valves.
Other appliances. Other

Patient Ward - Torsion bit
Patient Ward- Box bit

Patient Ward - Concrete-Mixer
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149 8501342000

150 8504312000

151 8504402019

152 8513109090

153 8515391000

154 8515399000

155 8515399000

156 8515399000

157 8515399000

158 8515399000

159 8543709090

160 8544111000

161 8544190000

2-1. HS Code description
Electric motors and generators (excluding generating
sets).
Other DC motors; DC generators :
Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 75
kW
DC generators.
Electrical transformers, static converters(for
example, rectifiers) and inductors.
Other transformers : Having a power handling
capacity not exceeding 1 kVA : Voltage regulators
Electrical transformers, static converters(for
example, rectifiers) and inductors.
Static converters. Inverters.
Uninterruptable power supply. Other.
Portable electric lamps designed to function by
their own source of energy(for example, dry
batteries, accumulators, magnetos), other than
lighting equipment of heading 85.12.
Lamps. Other. Other.
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets. AC arc welding machines and
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets.Other.
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets.Other.
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets.Other.
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets.Other.
Electric (including electrically heated gas), laser
or other light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electron
beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc soldering,
brazing or welding machines and apparatus,
whether or not capable of cutting; electric
machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals
or cermets.Other.
Electrical machines and apparatus, having
individual functions, not specified or included
elsewhere in this Chapter.
Other machines and apparatus. Other. Other.
Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other
insulated electric conductors; whether or not
fitted with connectors; optical fibre cables, made
up of individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors.
Winding wire : Of copper Insulating lacquer or
enamel insulated
Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other insulated
electric conductors; whether or not fitted with
connectors; optical fibre cables, made up of
individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors. Other

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

SG13000EX-A

EA

4

Patient Ward Heating System - Controller

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Worker Items - Master Power Invertor

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Worker Items - Lighting kit electrical storage

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - AC arc welding machines set

N/A

EA

1

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - arc welding rod about welding machines

N/A

Box

10

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - a ground wire about welding machines

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Holder about welding machines

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - welding glove about welding machines

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - welding mask about welding machines

N/A

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - CO Detector for protecting patients

N/A

EA

125

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Lighting Kit Wire

10m

m

50

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Lead wire(multiple-tap)(1.5)

30m

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

3. PRODUCT

Patient Ward - Generator

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Japan
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2-1. HS Code description

Insulated (including enamelled or anodised) wire,
cable (including co-axial cable) and other insulated
electric conductors; whether or not fitted with
162 8544190000 connectors; optical fibre cables, made up of
individually sheathed fibres, whether or not
assembled with electric conductors or fitted with
connectors. Other.

163 9015300000

3. PRODUCT

Patient Ward - Lead wire(Multiple-tap)(2.5)

Surveying (including photogrammetrical
surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic,
hydrological, meteorological or geophysical
Patient Ward - Level
instruments and appliances, excluding compasses;
rangefinders.
Levels

Surveying (including photogrammetrical
surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic,
164 9015300000 hydrological, meteorological or geophysical
Patient Ward - Level
instruments and appliances, excluding compasses;
rangefinders. Levels
Surveying (including photogrammetrical
surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic,
165 9015300000 hydrological, meteorological or geophysical
Patient Ward - Level
instruments and appliances, excluding compasses;
rangefinders. Levels
Surveying (including photogrammetrical
surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic,
166 9015300000 hydrological, meteorological or geophysical
Patient Ward - Automatic Level
instruments and appliances, excluding compasses;
rangefinders. Levels
Drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating
instruments (for example, drafting machines,
pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide
rules, disc calculators); instruments for measuring
length, for use in the hand (for example,
167 9017201090
Patient Ward - Triangle
measuring rods and tapes, micrometers,
callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in
this Chapter.
Other drawing, marking-out or mathematical
calculating instruments, other
Drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating
instruments (for example, drafting machines,
pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide
rules, disc calculators); instruments for measuring
168 9017801000 length, for use in the hand (for example,
Patient Ward - Tape measure HI-25
measuring rods and tapes, micrometers,
callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in
this Chapter.
Divided scales, measuring rod and tapes
Drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating
instruments (for example, drafting machines,
pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide
rules, disc calculators); instruments for measuring
169 9017801000 length, for use in the hand (for example,
Patient Ward - Tape measure
measuring rods and tapes, micrometers,
callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in
this Chapter.
Divided scales, measuring rod and tapes
Drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating
instruments (for example, drafting machines,
pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide
rules, disc calculators); instruments for measuring
170 9017801000 length, for use in the hand (for example,
Patient Ward - Tape measure HI19-55
measuring rods and tapes, micrometers,
callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in
this Chapter.
Divided scales, measuring rod and tapes
Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights
and spotlights and parts thereof, not elsewhere
specified or included; illuminated signs,
171 9405409000 illuminated name-plates and the like, having a
permanently fixed light source, and parts thereof
not elsewhere specified or included.
Other electric lamps and lighting fitting. Other.

Patient Ward - Wire

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

30m

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

N/A

EA

8

Republic of
Korea

450L

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

1000L

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

B30/B40*24X

EA

2

Republic of
Korea

150*150mm

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

25*7.5M

EA

6

Japan

20M*10mm

EA

4

Republic of
Korea

19*5.5M

EA

6

Japan

m

EA

313

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

KRW

USD

9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

Republic of
Korea
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4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

100m

EA

13

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward - Corner(wood-magnesia board)

1200 × 2440
1200 × 2440
1200 × 2440
600 × 2440
1140 × 2440
1140 × 2440
1200 × 2440
1200 × 2440
1200 × 2440
1200 × 24400
1200 × 2440
600 × 2440
1140 × 2440
1140 × 2440
1200 × 2440

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

750
400
200
250
100
200
200
750
150
400
200
250
100
200
200

Republic of
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea of
Republic
Korea

Patient Ward - Insulation metal exterior door

St'l 900*2100

EA

200

Republic of
Korea

Patient Ward Foam roof with metal skins for strength

1000 × 2400

M2

3,350

Republic of
Korea

Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting
parts of machines, appliances or vehicles), handoperated mechanical floor sweepers, not
motorised, mops and feather dusters; prepared
knots and tufts for broom or brush making; paint
190 9603400000
Paint rollers - Rollers
pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller
squeegees).
Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes
(other than brushes of subheading 9603.30); paint
pads and rollers

N/A

EA

300

Republic of
Korea

Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting
parts of machines, appliances or vehicles), handoperated mechanical floor sweepers, not
motorised, mops and feather dusters; prepared
knots and tufts for broom or brush making; paint
191 9603400000
Paint rollers - Rollers Extention
pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller
squeegees).
Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes
(other than brushes of subheading 9603.30); paint
pads and rollers

N/A

EA

300

Republic of
Korea

Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting
parts of machines, appliances or vehicles), handoperated mechanical floor sweepers, not
motorised, mops and feather dusters; prepared
knots and tufts for broom or brush making; paint
192 9603400000
Paint rollers - Extra Rollers (Cover)
pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller
squeegees).
Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes
(other than brushes of subheading 9603.30); paint
pads and rollers

N/A

EA

100

Republic of
Korea

1.NO 2. HS CODE

172 9405409000

173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

9406100000
9406100000
9406100000
9406100000
9406100000
9406100000
9406100000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000
9406909000

188

940690900
0

189

940690900
0

2-1. HS Code description
Lamps and lighting fittings including searchlights
and spotlights and parts thereof, not elsewhere
specified or included; illuminated signs,
illuminated name-plates and the like, having a
permanently fixed light source, and parts thereof
not elsewhere specified or included.
Other electric lamps and lighting fitting. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Of Wood
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
Structures (excluding prefabricated buildings
of heading 94.06) and parts, of structures (for
example, bridges and bridge-sections, lock-gates,
towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frame-works,
doors and windows and their frames and
thresholds for doors, shutters, balustrades, pillars
and columns), of iron or steel; plates, rods, angles,
shapes, sections, tubes and the like, prepared for
use in structures, of iron or steel.
Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds
for doors
Prefabricated buildings. Other. Other.
9406909000
cf. 7308909000
Structures (excluding prefabricated buildings
of heading 94.06) and parts, of structures (for
example, bridges and bridge-sections, lock-gates,
towers, lattice masts, roofs, roofing frame-works,
doors and windows and their frames and
thresholds for doors, shutters, balustrades, pillars
and columns), of iron or steel; plates, rods, angles,
shapes, sections, tubes and the like, prepared for
use in structures, of iron or steel.
Other.

3. PRODUCT

Patient Ward - VCTF 2.5

Patient Ward - Basic Wall
Patient Ward - Wall with Window Frame
Patient Ward - Wall with Door Frame
Patient Ward - Composite top wall
Patient Ward - Composite Wall with Door Frame

Patient Ward - Composite Inside Wall
Patient Ward - Corner
Patient Ward - Basic Wall(wood-magnesia board)
Patient Ward - Basic Wall(magnesia board -magnesia board )
Patient Ward - Wall with Window Frame(wood-magnesia board)

Patient Ward - Wall with Door Frame(wood-magnesia board)

Patient Ward - Composite top wall(wood-magnesia board)
Patient Ward - Composite Wall with Door Frame(magnesia board-magnesia board)

Patient Ward - Composite Inside Wall(magnesia board-magnesia board)

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD
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ORIGIN
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1.NO 2. HS CODE

2-1. HS Code description

3. PRODUCT

Brooms, brushes (including brushes constituting
parts of machines, appliances or vehicles), handoperated mechanical floor sweepers, not
motorised, mops and feather dusters; prepared
knots and tufts for broom or brush making; paint
193 9603400000
Paint rollers - Brushs
pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller
squeegees).
Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes
(other than brushes of subheading 9603.30); paint
pads and rollers
Ball point pens; felt tipped and other poroustipped pens and markers; fountain pens,
stylograph pens and other pens; duplicating
stylos; propelling or sliding pencils; pen-holders,
194 9608402010
Patient Ward - Mechanical pencil for wood
pencil-holders and similar holders; parts
(including caps and clips) of the foregoing articles,
other than those of heading 96.09.Sliding Pencils
Of mechanical type.
Pencils(other than pencils of heading 96.08),
crayons, pencil leads, pastels, drawing charcoals,
writing or drawing chalks and tailors' chalks.
Pencil leads, black or coloured
196 9620000000 Monopods, bipods, tripods and similar articles.
195 9609200000

Patient Ward - Mechanical pencil lead
Patient Ward - Automatic Level Tripod

4. SPECIFICATION

5.TYPE
OF
PACKAGE

N/A

EA

250

Republic of
Korea

2.0mm

EA

10

Republic of
Korea

N/A

EA

6

Republic of
Korea

2

Republic of
Korea

N/A

EA

7. UNIT PRICE

8. AMOUNT

6.QUANTITY

KRW

USD

Total Price
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9. MANUFACTURER

9-1. MANUFACTURER'S Address

10. SELLER

11. COUNTRY
ORIGIN

